Abstract. The goal of this chapter is to provide detailed insights into the field of Semantic Web-based context-aware computing for mobile systems. Readers will learn why context-awareness will be a central aspect of future mobile information systems, and about the role semantic technologies can play in creating a context-aware infrastructure and the benefits they offer. The chapter introduces requirements, enabling technologies, and future directions of such systems. It presents a Semantic Web-based context-sensitive infrastructure that resembles concepts from graph theory and distributed transaction management. This infrastructure allows for an efficient acquisition, representation, management, and processing of contextual information while taking into account the peculiarities and operating environments of mobile information systems. We demonstrate how context-relevant data acquired from local and remote sensors can be represented using Semantic Web technologies, with the goal to replicate data related to the user's current and future information needs to a mobile device in a proactive and transparent manner. In consequence, the user is equipped with contextually relevant information anytime and anywhere.
Introduction
The increasing availability and power of mobile devices has significantly increased data-centric mobile applications. Mobility not only influences the types of information we need, but also how we access it, and which tools and mechanisms to process them are at our disposal. To improve mobile application development and the usability of mobile devices in general it is crucial to understand the information needs of mobile users, as well as the interaction metaphors they apply [1] .
It is known that mobile search differs substantially from desktop search in terms of intra-query diversity [2] . The diversity of queries initiated in mobile setting is significantly lower compared to queries issued from the desktop. Additionally, query categorization reveals that context searching is similar to desktop, although query exploration is significantly lower. Further differences can be observed w.r.t. the effort needed to set up a query, and the total amount of queries initiated in one browsing session.
Therefore, plain internet access is often not sufficient for adequately addressing information needs of mobile users. Their situational contexts and current activities cannot be sufficiently addressed. Despite the benefits offered by mobile internet access, issues remain that hinder users from satisfying their information needs. These include impedimental interaction with the device while browsing for information, as well as the extensive attention needed for interaction and information seeking tasks [1] . Further, it was observed that mobile users sometimes do not know how to address a specific information need although they had the required resources and tools at their disposal [1] .
It has been shown that 72% of mobile information needs can be attributed or related to context [1] . This finding indicates that introducing context-awareness into mobile information processing infrastructure can be of significant benefit to end users. Context allows information processing tasks to focus on the user's One possible field where context-awareness can increase the quality of information management is proactive information provisioning. We can rightfully expect that an information system should be capable of providing information relevant to the user's current task. However, a system that is capable of doing this without the need for the user to explicitly issue search and retrieval operations can bring significant benefit, because often users are not capable of explicitly expressing their information needs. This is especially true for mobile environments and their limited interaction possibilities. In the following we present an example scenario where a user of mobile devices is supported by such a proactive information provisioning system.
Motivating Example
John is a representative of a medium-size software company. His tasks include to regularly contact potential customers in order to create awareness for his company's most recent products, to maintain relations with already existing customers in order to ensure their support and maintenance plans still work for them, and to represent the company at exhibitions, industry conferences, and relevant meetings.
His company maintains a customer relationship management software, a product database, a shared calendar system, an company-internal Wiki system as collaboration platform, and a shared file server to store all kinds of documents. Because of his job, John is often required to travel to abroad places. In consequence, he heavily relies on mobile infrastructure to get his work done. He has a powerful laptop, which he uses as his primary working device, as well as a mobile phone, which is used as his personal information management device.
When he is on travel, it is crucial for him to be equipped with all relevant information for his business meetings and other activities. However, he can never be sure to have online access to his company's network from wherever he goes, since certain limitations are in place: missing network coverage or security restrictions may prevent him from establishing a connection via the cellular network, and even if he manages to setup a connection, it may be slow and unreliable. For this reason, John often relies on local replicas of relevant data, which he stores on his laptop and (to a far lesser extent) on his mobile phone. However, because of the limited storage capacity of these devices and the necessary infrastructure, he cannot synchronize all data from all systems mentioned before, so he has to carefully select subsets of these data, which is a tedious and error-prone task.
This selection needs to be done before each trip, since he needs different information every time: this includes data about the (potential) customers he is going to meet (this includes organizations as well as persons), the locations and venues he is going to (including points of interest to visit in his spare time), latest information about the products he is trying to sell (which requires close cooperation with his company's product managers and development department), and data needed for his trip planning and administration (including timetables and travel accounting information).
A system that would be able to automatically select data for replication from a variety of systems would be highly desirable for John, since it would save him several hours of preparation time before each longer trip. Such a system could make use of a number of data sources, which provide valuable hints about which data could be of importance during his trip. First, John organizes all his upcoming appointments and travel plans in his digital calendar, which contains dates, locations, and participants of meetings. Additional information about people and organizations can be found in John's personal address book, as well as in the company's customer relationship management system. There, references to products that customers will use are mentioned; these refer to entries in the product database.
Additionally, the system could infer potential selling options from the interest topics that are stored for leads and potentials. Further, it can lookup information about locations and points of interests that John will visit from external public data sources, e.g., the Linked Open Data cloud. Further, it can find (via keyword lookups) articles from the company-internal Wiki system and the shared file server and replicate all these data to John's both mobile devices. For this purpose the system could rank each information item according to its assumed relevance, and replicate data according to the mobile devices' capacities.
During his trip, John will update and extend the replicated data with upcoming information (e.g., contact data and interests of new potential customers). Whenever his devices have sufficient network connection to his company network, the system should automatically synchronize his devices, upload changes, and update his local replicas according to possible changes in his context. After he has returned from the trip, all information is synchronized back to their origin systems, ensuring that no data are lost. If the system is able to track John's actual usage of replicated information during the trip, it can utilize this implicit feedback to adjust its relevance ranking algorithms, and therefore improve the selection for his next trip.
Background
This section is intended to provide fundamental background knowledge about technologies and concepts that are necessary for building a Semantic Web-based context-management and processing infrastructure for mobile devices. We provide an introduction to the concepts of context and context-awareness and ascertain the two main streams wherein context is either considered a representational issue reflecting environmental aspects, and as an emergent phenomenon that is continuously re-negotiated between communicating partners and thus cannot be determined beforehand, especially not at the design time of a mobile system. We show, how such dynamically evolving contexts can be represented and processed using technologies and concepts from the Semantic Web, while preserving/maintaining its unpredictable and dynamic characteristics-a requirement neglected by most context-aware computing approaches [13] . The section also gives a brief introduction to the general idea of the Semantic Web, its main constituents and involving technologies, as well as its most prominent knowledge representation languages. The section concludes with a discussion of possible areas where context processing and management can be substantially enhanced by the deployment of Semantic Web technologies, leading to an approach that we denote as Semantic Web-enhanced Context-aware Computing.
Context and Context-Awareness
The notions of context and context-awareness have been subject to controversial discussion and differing perception across communities. Several definitions have been proposed to context, depending on its actual usage as well as on the domain in which it was utilized. The word context is derived from the Latin word con, which means 'together' or 'with', and texere, which is the present infinitive of 'texö', meaning 'to weave' or 'intertwine'. A well-known and frequently stated definition of context has been proposed by Abowd and Dey [5] which define context as follows:
Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves.
This definition describes context as a set of situations and actions (cf. [6] ) that are subject of dynamic and frequent changes including the states of the involved entities (contextual information fragments). Context in general can be defined as "everything that surrounds a user or device and gives meaning to something" [13] .
In [4] context is referred to as an entity that comprises location, identity, objects, as well as changes that apply to those objects. Ryan et al. [14] add the dimension of environment and time. A more user-related definition has been provided by [15] and [16] in which context is defined relatively to the user's emotional state, their believes, intentions, and concerns. These definitions take into account people in the closest proximity of the user. Other definitions such as in [17] and [18] define context on more abstract levels and wider scale: context is considered as "the aspects of current situations" as well as "elements of the user's environment that are known by a computer " [19] .
Bolchini et al. [20] define context as an abstract process rather than a profile that determines how humans interweave their experiences with the environment surrounding them to give meaning to something. Other authors (e.g., [21, 22] ) highlight that context is never universal in that it encompasses all information constituting a specific situation but always defined relative to a concrete situation. Coutaz et al. [23] characterize context as "not simply a state of a predefined environment with a fixed set of interaction resources" rather than part of an interaction process with the polymorphic and varied environment that is composed of "reconfigurable, migratory, distributed, and multi-scale resources". However, due to the different proliferations on the notion of context, there has not been a clear consensus established on what context exactly is [22] , but there is a common agreement on what it is about: context is concerned with an evolving, structured, and shared information space that is designed and utilized to serve a particular purpose [23] .
Contextual information, which are constituent parts of surround contexts, can be considered as any information that may be used for describing the situation the user or a device is currently operating in. Contextual information is gathered through a variety of different technologies and considered as computational abstractions over distinguishable virtual or real-word aspects that have a specific relationship to the current task at hand. Contextual information can be static (e.g., the date of a person's birthday) or dynamic (e.g., a person's location). Dynamic context information is usually captured indirectly using sensors. Additional characteristics for classifying contextual information have been proposed by [25] .
Basically, contextual information can be distinguished according to the way they are acquired: (1) Explicitly acquired contextual information is manually specified by the user and refers to information such as established social relationships or fields of interest. (2) Implicit contextual information is acquired via communication with hardware or software sensors, which capture specific aspects of the surrounding context by using sensing technologies or by monitoring user and system behavior. Most context frameworks acquire contextual information implicitly, especially from locally deployed physical sensors or embedded ubiquitous sensors. The challenge thereby is to identify the set of features that describe a given situation with the greatest possible accuracy and relevance [10] . Deriving reliable information from multiple heterogeneous sources in uncertain and rapidly changing environments is mandatory for context-awareness in the domain of mobile computing [26] .
Consequently, two forms of context-awareness can be found in information systems [27] : direct awareness shifts the process of context acquisition onto the device itself, usually by embodying sensors that autonomously obtain contextual information; e.g., location ascertainment using the device-internal GPS sensor. Indirect awareness, in contrast, captures contextual information by communicating with sensors or services via the surrounding environment or infrastructure. For instance, to capture the social context of a user, a mobile device may request data from social communities or portals; to track the user's location, a remote geocoding service (based on the user's IP address) may be employed.
Positivist and Epistemological View on Context
The technical or positivist school treats context as a conceptualization of human action and their interaction with the system. As a consequence, context is considered as a set of features of the environment surrounding the user's tasks at hand and generic actions, which can be computationally captured, represented, and processed. Especially technical disciplines consider context a representational issue and concentrate on sensorial or static data such as location, time, identity etc. (cf. [11] ) putting emphasize on its codification and representation [24, 13] . Following this argumentation, context is instance-independent, separable from user activities, and can be scoped in advance [22] . This form of perceiving context has its root in information system since it adheres very well to existing software methodologies [13] but is contradictory to the phenomenological view of context that is grounded on subjective and qualitative analysis. This view considers context and activity inextricably connected and fundamental in giving meaning to something [22] :
Rather than considering context to be information, [the phenomenological view] instead argues that contextuality is a relational property that holds between objects or activities. It is not simply the case that something is or is not context; rather, it may or may not be contextually relevant to some particular activity.
[...] the scope of contextual features are defined dynamically.
This consideration emphasizes the aspect of relevance as context as such can not be defined or determined in advance since its scope is dynamically defined and changes frequently and unpredictably. It should be considered an occasioned property to emphasize its dynamic, fluent, and relative character as context arises in the course of action [22] :
Context isn't just "there", but is actively produced, maintained and enacted in the course of the activity at hand. [...] Context isn't something that describes a setting; it's something that people do. It is an achievement, rather than an observation; an outcome, rather than a premise.
The epistemological view considers context as an interactional feature inspired by "sociological investigations of real-world practices" [22] . Context is inextricably linked to the process in which it is conceived, which renders the positivist and phenomenological view on context incompatible. As [34] points out:
Action and context are inseparable and should be analyzed as a whole. This implies that contextawareness should be examined in its relationship and consequences to the supported activity or actions.
As a consequence, the dynamic aspects of context are entirely neglected by technically oriented disciplines as context is a constitutional part of interaction processes that emerge opportunistically. Context should be rather considered as an emergent phenomenon or feature of interaction that is inextricably linked with user activities [34, 13] and continuously renegotiated between communicating partners [22] [23] [24] wherefore a pre-determination of the relevance of contextual elements is impossible -especially at design time of a system [21] .
Therefore, a context management and processing framework should expose flexible, extensible, and open context descriptions that are not bound to a single static vocabulary to facilitate the dynamic and emergent nature of context. Context descriptions exposed by a context processing and management framework must be flexible, extensible, and use open vocabularies in order to facilitate the dynamic and emergent nature of context and should not be restricted to static schemas or single vocabularies. Static context descriptions are not able to deal with unknown context information at run time, but require links between different context vocabularies to be specified at design time [21] . The ability to dynamically handle and integrate new types of context information into existing structures is therefore a fundamental requirement of a context framework where open, and well-accepted vocabularies help in describing contextual information to guarantee their evolution and accurateness.
Context and Context-Awareness in Information Systems
The notion of context is mainly used in the information systems discipline for two reasons (cf. [22] ): (1) contextual information is encoded to increase the accuracy of information retrieval processes and (2) contextual information is utilized for adopting systems to the environments in which they are used. In mobile computing, in contrast, context is used for (1) intelligent service provision, (2) realizing adaptive user interfaces, and (3) increasing the accuracy of information retrieval processes since context-aware information systems in general provide a "more natural and less obtrusive way of interaction" [24] . This is achieved by filtering the flow of information (i) from the device to the user to decrease information overload as well as (ii) from the user to the device, where user-generated data is augmented with contextual information predominantly in an automated and transparent manner. A variety of research endeavors elaborated on the nature of context and proposed a multitude of different definitions as well as-mostly taxonomical-classification schemes. A large share of classification schemes distinguish between physical context, that is, contextual information retrieved from physical or hardware sensors referring to the surrounding physical or virtual environment, and logical context that encompasses user-related information such as a user's goals, their tasks, emotional states etc. Such information is acquired by monitoring user interactions, specified by the users themselves, or inferred from physical contexts. Other works (e.g. [35] ) classify context as meaningful if it has a particular relationship to the user's current high-level goals, or incidental in case the user enters an unpredicted or unexpected situation that has no special relationship to their high-level goals.
Due to the diversity of contextual information, several categorization frameworks have been introduced to manage and comprehend such information systematically. A context model in general is used for the definition and storage of contextual data in a machine-representational form. The most prominent approaches have been summarized in [36] , ranging from simple key-value models, to complex logic or ontology-based models.
The diversity of contextual information is also reflected in the architectures proposed for context management and processing, which differ in their technical capabilities, acquisition techniques, context representations and reasoning capabilities etc. Despite the wide variety of different context management and processing architectures, a common architecture is identifiable [19] 1 . Figure Sensors layer : The sensors layer is the bottommost layer and comprises the set of sensors that a context framework exploits. Such sensors can be classified into three groups [37] : (i) physical or hardware sensors for gathering physical context information, (ii) virtual sensors that capture data form software applications and service by observing user interaction and user behavior, and (iii) logical sensors that are responsible for deriving higher-level context information usually by augmenting physically or virtually acquired contexts with additional information from repositories or other data sources.
Raw data retrieval layer : This layer is concerned with the retrieval of raw sensorial data usually by encapsulating driver logic or sensor APIs in dedicated wrapper components (cf. Widgets [28] ). It offers common interfaces that encapsulate specific drivers or sensor APIs thus making them exploitable for upper layer components. This layer exposes query-functionality that abstracts from low-level raw sensorial data and provides higher-level representations and functions.
Pre-processing layer : In case sensorial data is too coarse [19] or need to be clustered for further processing, this is handled by the pre-processing layer. It also provides appropriate abstractions of contextual data whose representation is too technical (e.g. a bit-wise representation of contextual data). Interpretation, aggregation, and reasoning tasks are also handled by this layer together with quantization algorithms for aligning rawsensorial data with the elements of a framework's context model.
Storage and Management layer : This layer serves as a context repository as it organizes contextual information and offers interfaces to client applications. Components in this layer expose different operation models where contextual information can be either requested in a polling-based style where the client applications issues requests to a context server in regular time (synchronous) or via a subscription mechanism where clients are notified by the context server whenever new contexts are available (asynchronous). Due to the dynamic and unpredictable nature of context (cf. [22, 23, 13] ) the use of an asynchronous communication style (cf. [38] ) is suggested [19] .
Application layer : The application layer is the uppermost layer and hosts the client applications that request and process contextual information from a context repository or a framework respectively. Contextual information is usually consumed by applications in this layer in order to adopt their actions with respect to user-related tasks. One popular example is increasing the background luminosity level in case the user enters an outdoor area.
Context can be acquired from a multitude of different sources, e.g., by applying sensors or sensor networks, by deriving information from the underlying communication infrastructure or network, or by acquiring status information and user profiles directly from the device the user currently uses [19] . In general, every information or any content can be considered context-relevant if it provides information related to the user's current tasks and activities [39] . Therefore, context-acquisition should not be restricted to capture context merely from hardware sensors. Instead, additional information sources should be integrated into the acquisition process. A social bookmarking service for example could be requested for obtaining information related to the user's interests or information needs. Especially when considering Web 2.0 applications in which users actively contribute, such services likely contain valuable information that can be used for complementing sensorial data [39] .
The way contextual data are acquired significantly influences the architectural style of a context-aware system [19] . Context acquisition architectures can be broadly classified into three different groups (cf. [40] ): (1) proprietary architectures that directly access locally deployed sensors where sensor and driver logic is directly implemented in application code limiting context reuse and exchange, (2) middleware infrastructures which employ a layered system architecture (e.g. [30, 41, 42] ) encapsulating sensor specifics in dedicated components and expose uniform interfaces for context utilization, and (3) context server architectures (e.g. [43] ) that operate similar to database management systems and offer remote access to contextual information hosted within a context repository. A detailed discussion about the advantages and limitations of each architectural style can be found in [40] and [19] .
Different classification schemes for context management architectures have been proposed by, e.g., [28, 19, 21] . They distinguish between a (1) direct integration of context management into context-aware applications, (2) context management services, and (3) context-aware devices and services augmented with context management functionalities. By directly integrating context management functionality into mobile applications, such applications need to know in advance which sensors are available and how to communicate with them. As a consequence, context data semantics are limited to the applications in which they were interpreted and can, in most cases, not be shared between applications which renders a dynamic integration of new sensors in running frameworks difficult. Sensors have to be queried by each application separately, which impede the process of context aggregation, exchange, and dissemination. In contrast, if context management functionality is implemented in devices or sensors, their functionality can be shared among components and integrated during run-time (e.g. [10, 21] ).
The usage and utilization of the notion of context in information systems raises some technological as well as human-related challenges. Dey et al. [28] identified the poor understanding on what context constitutes, how it is to be represented in information systems, and the lack of conceptual models, methods, and tools that would promote the design of context-aware mobile applications as one of the main reasons why contextawareness has only insufficiently found its way into the essence of mobile and ubiquitous computing yet. This additionally hampers empirical investigations in human-computer interaction and interaction design.
Many works indicated the non-existent availability of a general model of context and context-awareness as one of the main problems of context-sensitive systems. This fact in particular concerns mobile computing where the notions of context and context-awareness are used ambiguously across communities and reflect specific application domain peculiarities (cf. [20, 29] ). This problem also hampers context-aware application development for mobile systems since a widely-accepted and well-defined programming model does not exist wherefore sensor-logics are often hard-wired into application code and application developers have to deal with low-level interactions between sensors and context-acquisition components [28] . Therefore, the semantics of contextual information are limited to the applications in which they were acquired and are represented using proprietary formats. Newer approaches (e.g., [10, 30] ) employ more flexible designs for context processing and representation where sensor-logics or sensor-specific APIs are encapsulated in specific components that can be mutually shared or employ middleware infrastructures (e.g., [31, 32] ) for facilitating communication and interoperability between context processing components while using knowledge representation languages from the Semantic Web such as RDFS or OWL for representing contextual information [33, 24] .
Problems of Context-aware Computing
A fundamental problem of context-aware computing is that of context ambiguity [3] and context imperfection [25] which refers to the implicit assumption shared by many context-aware computing approaches that the computational context is a 1-to-1 reflection of the real-world context. Evidently, this assumption is wrong since the way context is conceived by individuals differs substantially from the way it is acquired and represented electronically [3, 22] . A logical consequence of that misperception is that a context framework can only work on a more or less accurate context representation where the degree of accuracy is determined by numerous technical and soft factors. The unpredictable and relative nature of context renders a determination of all contextual aspects that constitute a specific context at a system's design time difficult, if not impossible, since context is always defined relative to the situation in which it is used. An electronic representation of context can therefore never be universal in that a context model contains all information that characterize a given situation; instead it only represents a relevant subset of the constituting real-world context [3, 25, 22] . The problem is that a 1-to-1 relation between a situation and the describing context information does, in most cases, not exist wherefore a situation can be represented by multiple context models with a specific degree of accuracy w.r.t. the several viewpoints. Several methodologies such bayesian networks, case-based reasoning, stochastic models, or machine learning techniques have been proposed for defining precise transitions between different context descriptions with as little ambiguity and overlapping as possible. However, such approaches contribute towards increasing the accuracy of context acquisition and context representation but do not help in identifying all constituting aspects of a specific situation. Context-aware computing in general is only an approximation to a real-world situation rather than a 1-to-1 reflection of it.
Another problem of context-aware computing is that most architectures are targeted towards a specific application or domain [21] . The difficulties hereby are that certain high-level context interpretations are not absolute characterizations per se, since the concept 'high temperature' for instance depends on the context or situation in which it was acquired. This dependency makes it difficult to share context information in an application and domain-independent manner since implementing new application behaviors based on context characterizations made for one application might not be appropriate for another one [21] . Some works [12, 44, 13] therefore focus on describing and representing context in an application independent manner by means of concepts from activity theory [45, 46] using collaborative plans [47] , task analysis [48, 49] , aspect-oriented context modeling and modularization [50] , or situational reasoning [30, 42] to decouple context from specific application domains and provide abstract contextual concepts (e.g., "business meeting") that adhere to upper-level ontologies. Context and contextual information needs a uniform representation to be effectively managed, integrated, and processed by reducing the ambiguities inherently attached [8] .
The proposed context management and processing framework provides the necessary technical infrastructure on which additional more sophisticated layers (e.g., for situation-awareness) can be deployed. Such layers allow for aggregating the contextual artifacts acquired by the underlying framework and apply different methodologies (e.g., Bayesian networks, case-based reasoning, stochastic methods etc.) for context interpretation, consolidation, and augmentation.
Semantic Web
The Semantic Web [51] is the idea of expressing rich, machine-processable knowledge using the Web infrastructure. Descriptions about resources (which are entities of any kind, including digital objects like documents and media, physical objects like humans, cars, or buildings, and abstract concepts like locations, topics, and time periods) are published in a structured format and using vocabularies that follow a well-defined semantics. Applications can consume these descriptions, interpret them, merge them with descriptions from other sources, and infer new knowledge or determine the truth value of statements. In analogy to the World Wide Web, which nowadays serves as one underlying knowledge-provisioning infrastructure for a wide variety of human knowledge workers, the Semantic Web is envisioned to serve as an underlying information-provisioning infrastructure for information-centric applications, whereas the information processing is performed semiautomatically by computer programs.
Broadly, the Semantic Web consists of a stack of technologies that build on each other. The core technologies are shared with the World Wide Web: Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) [52] to identify resources, and Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [53] for the transportation of information. On top of these core technologies, the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [54] is used as the abstract data model in which all information is represented. RDF is a triple-based graph model, with the statement being the atomic unit of information. Each statement consists of three elements (subject, predicate, and object), where the predicate identifies the relationship that is asserted to exist between the subject and the object. URIs can be used for all three elements; whenever the same URI is used in multiple statements these statements are referring to the same resource (or real-world entity). Therefore, a set of RDF statements that shares common URIs can be interpreted as connected graph (cf. Figure 2 ). RDF itself is an abstract data model; in turn, there exist several serialization formats that can be used to exchange RDF statements between parties, including RDF/XML [55] , Turtle [56] , and RDF/JSON 2 . Based on RDF a set of technologies has been developed that aims to make more "knowledge" out of the data represented in RDF graphs. Higher-level languages like RDF Schema (RDFS) [57] , Web Ontology Language (OWL) [58] , and Rule Interchange Format (RIF) [59] can be used to define the constraints of a domain of discourse based on formal logics; using these languages, valid combinations of statements can be defined axiomatically. This allows implicit knowledge to be discovered based on asserted information, to detect inconsistencies in knowledge bases, or to determine the truth value of statements, given a set of background knowledge. A query language (SPARQL) [60] , which resembles similarity to the SQL language for relational data, can be used to formulate structured information needs, which are evaluated against a set of RDF graphs.
One line of development within the ongoing Semantic Web research field is Linked Data [61] , which denotes the practice of publishing data on the Web according to simple core principles [61] . Its core idea is to denote resources (which includes real-world entities as described above) exclusively using HTTP URIs, and to allow data consumers to directly de-reference these URIs (i.e., to fetch their representations using HTTP GET methods). Upon this de-referencing, structured information about the resources is returned, which contains links to other relevant resources. These other resources can then, in turn, be retrieved by the client, allowing it to navigate through a global information network based on the "follow-your-nose" principle.
Since 2007, when the Linked Data W3C community project 3 was established, a significant amount of data has been published according to the Linked Data principles. This includes popular data sets of general interest like DBpedia (consisting of structured information extracted from Wikipedia pages), geographic information (like Geonames), media-related content like BBC Programmes, and bibliographic information (e.g., DBLP ). An example of a highly distributed data set is the entirety of all FOAF Profiles, which are usually served on private infrastructure, and are interconnected based on social relationships between their owners. Through the (partly indirect) interconnection of these data sets, light-weight data integration can be performed, and information about the same entities can be gathered and combined from heterogeneous, distributed sources.
Semantic Web-enhanced Context-aware Computing
For managing context information systematically, a common structure for representing contextual information need to be established [26] . The Resource Description Framework, discussed in the previous section, has proven to be an appropriate representation framework for representing complex contextual constellations and facilitating the sharing and exchange of context descriptions based on ontological semantics [62] . It can be used for codifying the semantics of contextual information as well as the relationships among them in a well-defined, uniform, and systematic way. On top of RDF, RDF Schema (RDFS) offers a simple set of common language properties that can be used for building context descriptions which can be shared among different context providers and consumers collaboratively [26] . However, the set of RDFS language elements is not sufficient for expressing rich contextual constellations, wherefore the use of more expressive languages such as OWL is suggested [24, 21] . Generally, the use of ontologies as a key component for building a contextaware computing framework is broadly acknowledged [42, 63, 21, 26] , and it has been shown that Semantic Web technologies are sufficiently mature and performant to be deployed on mobile devices [64] .
A context ontology serves as a uniform representation of contextual information and enables a systematic management of context-relevant aspects; it should be separated from application logic [65] . A number of approaches use single ontologies for context information representation and for the transformation of raw, low-level context data into high-level context descriptions [66, 65] . Some of these ontologies refer to the analogy of physical objects, i.e., their concepts refer to objects in the real world (the studied context).
Several works have already demonstrated that ontologies are appropriate means for expressing and representing contextual information since they incorporate some characteristics that are essential for mobile and ubiquitous environments [21, 41, 67, 68] . Ontologies are highly expressive and widely adopted knowledge representation techniques, and a multitude of open software tools for their design, creation, management, and storage are available [33] . Ontologies offer a well-defined set of concepts and relationships to model the domain of interest, which can be adopted by context-management frameworks to integrate and share contextual knowledge from other domains to facilitate context exchange and reuse. Ontologies are based on knowledge representation languages that are open with respect to evolutions of the domain they describe. This allows ontologies to be adapted and extended according to domain-internal changes.
Building a context-awareness computing infrastructure on the principles and technologies of the Semantic Web has several implications and advantages: due to the fact that ontologies are based on the open world assumption, context ontology evolution is a central aspect in context management and allows for adapting and modifying a context ontology according to changed conditions. Due to the fact that RDF is a systemand application-independent framework for modeling data and its close relatedness to Web technologies, it is well suited for the data exchange between components (e.g., using HTTP). This facilitates interoperability among context frameworks and services since established and well-known vocabularies together with their inherent semantics can be understood and used across systems.
Since ontologies provide a common structure for representing and describing the relationships and semantics of context-relevant information in a machine-processable way, they can be conceived as a general approach for systematic management of context information. In such a setting, RDF can be used as a description syntax to enable the communication and sharing of context information between collaboratively communicating partners, i.e., applications, services, and devices. These descriptions are represented as labeled multi graphs, where the contained entities are referred to through HTTP URIs (see Section 2.5). Its open architecture allows for the integration of different context-relevant vocabularies so that context descriptions can dynamically grow and become more elaborated to better reflect intra-domain evolutions.
Ontologies help in expressing application or service needs, and in aligning them to acquired context information wherefore only relevant information is extracted. This simplifies query processing since a context consumer can limit queriers to relevant information, instead of processing the entire context description. In cases of incompatibility of context descriptions, ontology matching algorithms help in reconciling differences in description semantics. Euzenat [69] therefore suggests the use of ontology alignment services to identify correspondences between incompatible context descriptions. Such services perform query transformations and reflect domain and information space evolutions [21] .
Semantic Web technologies allow for mapping low-level sensor data to high-level ontological concepts so that collected context-relevant information is transformed and embedded in a controlled context description. Based on ontological semantics, new facts can be deducted by applying aggregation and reasoning heuristics. In this way, Semantic Web languages such as RDFS and OWL allow for aggregating heterogeneous and autonomously acquired context information both on a syntactic and semantic layer. By transforming sensorial data into RDF statements, context acquisition components are not required to anticipate possible queries beforehand. Instead, the requesting context consumers determine the data that are relevant for them.
In the fields of Semantic Web and Linked Data, a number of vocabularies and ontologies have emerged that are of interest for the representation of contextual and situational information (e.g., time 4 and location 5 , technical parameters 6 , or social aspects 7 ). The elements (terms and concepts) of those vocabularies are well-known across communities and expose a well-defined and commonly understood semantics that allows for information integration and exchanges especially in heterogeneous system and network infrastructures. Additionally, such vocabularies are continuously maintained by communities to guarantee their accurateness and evolution. By re-using such vocabularies and (implicitly) connecting context descriptions to external Linked Data sources, we gain two benefits: first, if context descriptions are distributed (either to the public or within a closed environment, e.g., a corporate network) they can be directly combined with already existing data, and existing tools can be directly applied to contextual information without the need to adapt existing software. Second, data from external sources can be imported and used to enrich the context descriptions, leading to a richer semantics, which facilitates more powerful processing and reasoning.
Architecture of a Semantic Web-based Context Framework for Mobile Systems

Overview
In general, a framework-based approach for context management is broadly suggested to facilitate and speedup context-aware application development and allow for gathering, aggregating, and interpreting contextual data in a structured, well-defined, and controlled way [8] . The MobiSem framework extends this idea in that it has been designed specifically to operate on mobile systems, and to use Semantic Web technologies to acquire, interpret, aggregate, store, and reason on contextual information, independent of any application or infrastructure. Semantic Web technologies and practices, which are designed as an information processing infrastructure for heterogeneous environments, can help to solve some of the issues described before, and are therefore highly relevant for the design and development of ubiquitous and mobile context-aware systems.
In the following, we give an overview of the main concepts and functionalities of the proposed framework:
1. Acquisition. The framework allows for acquiring context-relevant data from a wide variety of sources, ranging from locally deployed hardware and software sensors, over sensors located in ubiquitous environments, towards Web 2.0 APIs for retrieving data related to a user's personal or social networks. Raw sensor data are represented in form of an RDF-based context description and transformed into a high-level context description using concepts and languages from the Semantic Web. 2. Representation. The architecture of the context framework has been designed to impose minimal to none restrictions on the representation of contextual data and allows for using individual vocabularies and heuristics for explicitly representing data semantics and reason on contextual data. 3. Aggregation. Reuse, exchange, and augment contextual information to built richer and more elaborated context models is a fundamental principle of the proposed framework. Context descriptions can be mutually refined and complemented with additional data. Since context descriptions are represented as RDF graphs using open and well-known Semantic Web vocabularies, their data semantics can be understood across components. 4. Orchestration. An orchestration framework analyzes the data descriptions of context providing components called context providers and use them as a basis for cascading context providers in a directed acyclic network graphs to dynamically route context descriptions between them. The orchestration framework has been designed to allow for integrating individual orchestration rules and metrics, where the results are stored in an adjacency matrix. This matrix is dynamically and transparently re-created whenever a new context provider is integrated into the framework. 5. Consolidation. To maintain context consistency, accurateness, and completeness, context descriptions are collected in a central place to guarantee consistency among context descriptions and acquisition processes while taking into account technical and operating system peculiarities of mobile platforms.It also incorporate compensation strategies to minimize the impact of malfunctioning or unavailable context providers and sustain a proper functionality of the context framework's processes. 6. Reasoning. A lightweight forward-chaining rule reasoner has been developed in order to consolidate context descriptions, detect inconsistencies, and transforms them into a global, consistent, and coherent context model that represents the current user context. 7. Dissemination. User context is forwarded to other components deployed in the framework in an automated and transparent manner using a push-based notification mechanism. Additionally, external context services can request a model of the user's current context via an elementary HTTP server. 8. Replication. Data is replicated in a transparent and automated fashion to the device where no restrictions are imposed to the data sources, which might range from file systems, data bases, web repositories, towards web applications etc. Data replication is completely decoupled from context acquisition where mobile applications can access data replicas from a local triple store in a controlled and uniform way.
9. Storage. The framework incorporates a persistence layer that allows for storing replicated data sets in a local database from where they can be accessed and utilized. The persistence layer also includes support for named graphs and contains projections for transforming RDF graphs into a relational database scheme and vice versa. 10. Data Access and Provision. Access to replicated data stored in the local SQLite database is provided via an Android content provider that has been adapted for RDF data provision and storage. The RDF content provider assigns a unique URI to each replicated data sets and allows other mobile applications to access and utilize data replicas.
To realize these concepts, we synthesized concepts form graph theory, distributed transaction management, and the Semantic Web to build an architectural infrastructure for mobile systems that combines context acquisition and data replication to replicate data related to the user's current and future information needs in a transparent and proactive manner. The framework cascades context providers within so-called orchestration trees that resemble concepts of a workflow scheme. They allow for a controlled execution of combined context acquisition tasks in a decoupled manner while maintaining data and process consistency. This form of context provider orchestration allows for an efficient acquisition and aggregation of contextual information while taking into account the mobile operating system peculiarities [70, 71] .
Our approach exposes two significant advantages compared to existing server-based approaches: contextual information is acquired, processed, and disseminated directly on a mobile device and does not depend on the availability of external systems. This reduces security and privacy issues since highly private data such as contact information or appointments do not need to be transferred outside a mobile system. It also serves as a technical infrastructure for the deployment of high-level context processing and recognition services to enable situation awareness (cf. [72, 73] ).
Components
Context Providers As illustrated in Table 1 , the context framework is able to acquire contextual information from a variety of context sources and sensors. Those sources are wrapped by context providers, which employ two operation modes. Primary context providers are self-contained components that operate independently and autonomously, and provide contextual information in a proactive manner. They become active whenever a change in the corresponding context source is detected. In contrast, complementary context providers react according to updates received from primary context providers and complement contextual information acquired by primary context providers by taking those context descriptions as input data for initiating their acquisition tasks. A context provider captures a specific and relevant contextual aspect of the user's current context. A contextual aspect is represented in structured and well-defined ways using semantic technologies (RDF, RDFS, OWL) to facilitate context information exchange and integration. This allows them to be enriched and complemented with additional and related information in order to enhance the richness and accuracy of the contained information.
Context Dispatcher The context dispatcher is the central component within the context framework. It handles all communication between context providers and propagates context models between them. It is notified whenever a new context model has been acquired by a context provider. The context dispatcher collects such updated context models, aggregates them, performs additional processing like inference and consolidation, and creates the so-called context configuration (see below), which is a complete, accurate, and consistent representation of the current context, and is subsequently propagated to data providers. Currently, reasoning and consolidation is performed on the basis of hard-coded rules. In order to dynamically deploy new reasoning rules to the context dispatcher, a lightweight rule-based reasoner has been developed and integrated into the framework.
Context Description Queue
The context description queue is part of the context dispatcher 8 and handles the communication between the context providers and the context dispatcher. It implements specific logic for the management and exchange of context models to enable the recovery of lost descriptions and also serves as a compensation mechanism in case of temporarily unavailable context sources or malfunctioning context providers. Therefore, it not only buffers the most recent context updates, but also stores previously committed context updates. This allows the context framework to revert to previous context models to sustain the proper execution of context acquisition processes.
Model Manager
The model manager is used for storing and tracking the context providers' context models that have been acquired in the course of context acquisition processes. For every context provider deployed in the framework, the model manager stores the most recently updated context model together with status information about the corresponding provider.
Orchestration Framework The orchestration framework dynamically orchestrates compatible context providers in form of a direct acyclic graph based on the type of context information they provide. This graph is called orchestration tree and resembles the concepts of a workflow scheme that allows for a controlled execution of combined context acquisition tasks in a decoupled manner while maintaining data and process consistency. By analyzing such data descriptions, the orchestration framework computes compatibility measures so that relationships between context providers can be inferred. Every context provider must therefore provide an RDF description about the type of data it acquires and the vocabularies it uses for representing that data. The orchestration framework operates completely independent from other framework components and is initiated automatically whenever a new context provider is deployed in the framework.
Workflow Manager
Registry The registry is the central storage component where all context and data provider deployed in the framework must register in order to be integrated in acquisition and replication workflows. It automatically notifies the orchestration framework whenever a new context provider has been registered so that it can be automatically orchestrated with compatible providers.
Context Configuration
The context configuration represents an aggregated version of all context providers' context models. It is created by the context dispatcher when all context acquisition workflows completed and the updated context models of their containing context providers are available.
Replication Manager
The replication manager controls and orchestrates all data replication tasks. It operates completely decoupled from the other framework components and gets notified by the context dispatcher whenever a new context configuration has been created. The replication manager is responsible for the instantiation of the data provider control threads which control and monitor data replication tasks and propagates the context configuration to each data provider. The replication manager also receives notifications about changed data replicas in order to initiate write-back and synchronization operations.
Data Providers Data providers replicate any kind of RDF data to the mobile device; they can request data from virtually any external data sources or generate data replicas themselves and operate completely decoupled and independent from each other. Each data provider is assigned a unique identifier that is used as part of the addressing scheme to store data in the local triple store. Data provider adjust and initiate their data replication tasks based on the analysis of the context configuration that they receive by the replication manager. For instance, a data provider can analyze data regarding the current location of a device and retrieve information about nearby points of interest.
Triple Store Our triple store implementation is designed to be a lightweight, efficient storage and retrieval mechanism for RDF triples. It abstracts over the concrete storage mechanism that is used by the mobile platform 9 and provides support for named graphs [74] , persistence, and RDF serialization and de-serialization. It employs a normalized table layout (cf. [75] ) where resources, literals, and blank nodes are stored in separate tables 10 and provides support for named graphs.
RDF Content Provider
Replicated data sets are provided to external applications via the RDF content provider. This provider is an individual implementation of an Android content provider (see [80] ) for the system-wide provision of RDF data and contains the projections for transforming RDF graphs into the relational database schema of the local SQLite database and vice versa. It exposes a common interface applications can use for performing query, update, insert, and delete operations on replicated data. It has been extended with named graphs support [74] where each data replica is stored using a unique URI. Content providers expose configurable content URIs that can be used for addressing specific parts of replicated data.
Orchestration of Context Providers
To facilitate this kind of cooperation between decoupled context providers, the context framework dynamically routes data between context providers based on the type of context information they provide. Therefore, the orchestration framework analyzes the data description of each context provider. Such a data description consists of sets of mandatory and optional namespaces as well as terms, which can be processed as input data by the respective context provider, as well as namespaces and terms that the context provider uses in its output data. Figure 4 depicts an excerpt of an exemplary data description. This complementary context provider extracts contact data from acquired calendar data. A data description consists of an input description (indicated by the ddesc:input property) and an output description (indicated by ddesc:output property). The former specifies the data a context provider needs for performing its acquisition tasks. It may contain multiple ddesc:vocabulary properties, covering the case that context providers may be capable of processing data described with different vocabularies. Multiple vocabulary properties are interpreted by the orchestration framework as alternatives, that is, they are interpreted as being connected with a logical or.
A vocabulary specification consists of three parts: the ddesc:namespace property, which holds the vocabulary's namespace that is used for an upper-level orchestration, and the ddesc:concepts and ddesc:properties statements, which specify mandatory and optional concepts and properties that the context provider processes. The latter specifications allow for a detailed, element-level orchestration of context providers.
Additionally, a data description specifies the namespaces and terms that the context provider emits as output data (indicated by the ddesc:output property). This property is mandatory for all context providers. The output description follows the schema of the input description, consisting of parts for vocabulary, concepts, and properties. In contrast to the input specification, the output specification may consist only of mandatory elements 11 .
The orchestration framework can be configured to either perform a loose orchestration on the namespace level, or a detailed one by considering concepts and properties given by the context providers' data descriptions. When a new context provider is found in the system, the orchestration framework analyzes its data description and based on its configuration integrates the context provider in the orchestration graph. While running completely decoupled from the context framework, rebalancing the orchestration graph does not affect context ] .
Fig. 4. Exemplary data description for a complementary context provider for extracting contact data from calendar entries
acquisition tasks as such. The matching value for each pair of context providers is computed by a matching algorithm based on configurable scores for correspondences on the namespace, concept, and property levels. The matching algorithms performs an arithmetic matching based on data similarities and is additionally capable of including RDFS semantics such as rdfs:subClassOf relationships. For instance, if one context provider emits foaf:Person instances and another context provider requires foaf:Agent instances as input data, the matching algorithm detects the compatibility between these differing concepts since foaf:Person is a subclass of foaf:Agent according to the FOAF ontology [77] .
Formal Model for Orchestrating Context Providers
The idea of orchestrating context providers is to augment and complement contextual information to build richer, more expressive and elaborated context descriptions while maintaining data and processing consistency, accurateness, and completeness. Therefore, context providers are orchestrated in a directed acyclic tree called orchestration tree based on the type of context information they acquire and provide.
Let P be the set of all primary context providers P i with P := {P i |i = 1, . . . , x} and C the set of all complementary context providers C j with C := {C j |j = 1, . . . , y}. A context source that is wrapped by a context provider is denoted as S k ; let S be the set of all potential context sources S k ∈ S and let A be the set of all context providers A k where A := {A k |k = 1, . . . , x + y} that are deployed on the context framework and wrap a specific context source S k irrespectively of their concrete type. Therefore, we can state that the set of context providers A is the union of the sets of all primary and complementary context providers (P ∪ C) where P and A can be equal in case only primary context providers are deployed on the framework, whereas C is always a real subset of A since complementary context providers always require a primary context provider to be operational:
Context providers specify the data they provide in a data description (see Section 3.3) that serves as a basis for defining relations between compatible context providers in terms of the contextual data they acquire and require for performing their acquisition tasks. These relations are analyzed by the orchestration framework and recorded in an adjacency matrix (cf. Figure 6 ). For each primary context provider P i ∈ P we can derive an orchestration tree O P i from the adjacency matrix (cf. Figure 7 ). An orchestration tree O is a directed acyclic tree whose root element is always a primary context provider P i and the adjacent nodes represent complementary context providers C j that complement the data acquired by the corresponding primary context provider P i . Therefore, there is always a 1:1 relationship between a primary context provider P i and it corresponding orchestration tree O P i where a projection P i −→ O P i exists for all P i ∈ P and O P i ∈ O.
An orchestration tree O P i can be represented as a directed acyclic graph (V, E, α, ω), where the vertices V represent context providers, and the edges E represent relations between them in the form of exchanged context models, where the context model of a predecessor node is consumed by its successors. α and ω are projections and specify concrete relations between predecessor and successor context providers.
More specifically, an orchestration tree O = (V, E, α, ω) can be described as follows:
1. V is defined as the non-empty set of a primary context provider P i and its corresponding complementary context providers C
2. R is the defined as the set of relations r that exist between the context providers contained in V where r is defined as the tuple r ∈ {P i } × C
. α : R → V and ω : R → V are projections where α(r) is the starting or direct predecessor context provider and ω(r) the ending or direct successor context provider of the relation r. α(r) and ω(r) are adjacent to each other.
∀r ∈ R : α(r) = ω(r)
With this definition, orchestration trees can be represented in an adjacency tableau as depicted in Figure 5 that represents the relations r i together with preceding and adjacent context providers P i ∈ P and C j ∈ C. can be defined as the union of the primary context provider P i ∈ P and the set of compatible context providers C j ∈ C P i :
As a consequence, the set of all complementary context providers C can also be defined as the union of the partial sets of complementary context providers C P i orchestrated in an orchestration tree O P i and the set of providers C k that are also deployed on a system but not part of any orchestration tree O P i :
Since an orchestration tree O P i contains only distinct elements, where a context provider P i or C j can only be part of one orchestration tree, we can state that all sets V O i and V O j are pairwise disjunct:
Further, let O denote the union of all orchestration trees O 
For building an orchestration tree, the orchestration framework analyzes the data description of each context provider and builds an adjacency matrix. The adjacency matrix represents a graph G = (V, E) with V = {v 1 , ..., v n }, n = |A| where vertices v i represent context providers orchestrated in an orchestration tree. Then, E can be represented in a n × n-matrix, where
The adjacency matrix servers as a basis for building the orchestration trees O P i of primary context providers P i and associated complementary context providers C j ∈ C P i . It contains a separate row and column for every element P i ∈ P and C j ∈ C. Each element in the matrix corresponds to a distinct tuple (P i , C j ) or (C j , C k ) from the cartesian products P × C and C × C. In case there is a relation between P i and C j or C j and C k , the matrix coefficient is set to 1 at the corresponding position. All other coefficients remain at 0. As an example, let there be three primary context providers P 1,...,3 and five complementary context providers C 1,...,5 deployed within the framework. By analyzing the data descriptions exposed by each context provider, the adjacency matrix depicted in Figure 6 can be created based on the compatibility indicators computed by the orchestration framework. The first three rows represent the adjacent complementary context providers C j ∈ C of P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 that take their context models as input. For instance, P 1 has the two complementary context providers C 1 and C 2 as direct successors that are able to refine and augment the context model delivered by P 1 .
The values in row 4 show the direct successors of the first complementary context provider C 1 . Since the matrix coefficients in the entire row are set to 0, there exist no relationships to other complementary context providers. C 2 in line 5 for instance has two adjacent context providers C 3 and C 4 , which both do not have any further successors that take their context models as input for their acquisition tasks. By analyzing the given adjacency matrix, the orchestration trees O P i depicted in Figure 7 can be derived for each primary context provider P 1,..., 3 12 . Those orchestration trees represent atomic units of context acquisition workflow schemes. 12 The orchestration tree O P 3 for context provider P3 can be considered a special case of an orchestration tree that only contains a root element and no further adjacent elements. 13 . Those elements are the building blocks of an RDF statement which is represented as a triple T = (S, P, O) consisting of a subject S which is either a URI reference or a blank node, a predicate P which is a URI reference, and an object O that can either be a URI reference, a blank node, or a literal. A context model M itself can be defined as an element from the power set M that is defined as the cartesian product of the union of U and B, U, and the union of the sets U, B, and L:
An orchestration tree O 
Processing Workflow
For processing contextual information represented as RDF graphs, we apply concepts from graph theory and distributed transaction management to maintain context accuracy, consistency, and completeness while guaranteeing computational efficiency in terms of required resources and processor load. An orchestration tree O P i is executed within a context acquisition workflow denoted as W F P i that serves as a workflow scheme for the execution of the contained context providers and monitors acquisition progress. At any point in time, multiple context acquisition workflows can be active while there is a 1:1:1-relationship between a primary context provider P i , the corresponding orchestration tree O P i , and its workflow scheme W F P i . Every workflow scheme is considered an atomic unit where the containing context providers acquire their context models independently from context providers contained in other workflow schemes. This concepts resembles the idea of the atomicity and isolation properties defined in the ACID paradigm for database transactions [78] . In that sense, the context models acquired within the course of their corresponding acquisition workflows are considered as a single transaction where only the corresponding compound model M O i ⊆ CC is updated as a whole in the context configuration CC.
Information about adjacent providers C j ∈ C P i are requested from the orchestration framework that returns a context provider's direct descendants. Those complementary context providers are executed in self-contained, dedicated, and independent control threads called context acquisition control threads denoted as P CT (C j ) that control and coordinate acquisition tasks and set the corresponding entries in the model manager when the control thread finishes, i.e., when a context update has been acquired. Context acquisition control threads are instantiated on demand in separate threads whenever the context of a preceding context provider has changed. The acquisition processes of the involved context providers are completely decoupled and independently executed in form of a single atomic transaction [78] . Table 2 ) of the corresponding context provider A k . Therefore, we have defined some basic conditions derived from the requirements of the proposed mobile context framework (see Section 3.1). Each condition is assigned a unique value of the form 2 n where n refers to a certain condition. This allows to represent unique states by simply summarizing indicates whether an acquisition workflow thread that coordinates the execution of the context providers orchestrated within that workflow has already been initiated for the given primary context provider.
indicates whether the given complementary context provider is part of an already instantiated acquisition workflow.
indicates whether the corresponding entry for a given context provider in the model manager is locked, meaning that no context model propagation is possible until the corresponding workflow thread has finished. the distinct property values that match for a given provider. For instance, if a context provider is primary typed and has adjacent providers but no acquisition workflow has been initiated yet, its status value is 34 (0
. If a condition evaluates to true, the corresponding value is added to the provider's status value that determines how a context provider as well as its context model and adjacent providers are to be processed. In accordance to this value, the corresponding processing steps (see Table 3 ) will be executed; if the context description D Figure 6 ) are requested from the orchestration framework and the context acquisition control threads P CT (C j ) which executes and controls the acquisition tasks will be created and initiated.
If A k is a primary context provider with A k −→ P i has already committed its context model M P i but has no direct descendants, that is, no relations to complementary context providers and there are other context acquisition workflows W F P k where i = k running in parallel, its already stored context model M P i can be replaced by the new one in the model manager without violating consistency requirements. The same applies to primary context providers P l whose context acquisition workflows are finished, that is, all associated complementary context providers C j ∈ C P i , 1 ≤ k ≤ C P x have delivered their context models, but other context acquisition workflows are still running. In this case, a new context acquisition workflow W F P l will be initiated and the previous context models can be replaced by new (updated) models.
In case a context acquisition workflow W F A i has finished, it notifies the workflow manager, which then checks whether there exist further context acquisition workflows W F A j where j = k. If all acquisition workflows have finished, the workflow manager notifies the context dispatcher that a new context configuration CC can be built. The context dispatcher then starts the merging and consolidation process by collecting all updated and unaltered context models M A k . Updated context models are retrieved from the model manager whereas unaltered context models are retrieved from the context description queue. Those models will then be aggregated (merged) where consolidation and reasoning rules are applied by a lightweight rule reasoner. After the context configuration is built, it will be forwarded to the replication manager to initiate the replication tasks of the deployed data providers. 
Implementation
The Google Android Platform
Android is an open software stack for mobile devices consisting of a Linux-based operating system kernel, a middleware, key applications, and a set of API libraries for accessing native system functions and natively deployed sensors [79] . It was released in 2007 under the auspices of the Open Handset Alliance 14 , a coalition of 79 technology and mobile companies 15 and has gained noticeable attentions since it represents a new generation of mobile application development platform and software development kit [80] . One of the key architectural features of the Android platform is the open communication infrastructure where application can reuse functionality and exchange data in a controlled and flexible way. Android includes a highly specialized virtual machine, called Dalvik VM that was designed for low-powered handheld devices as those devices "lag behind their desktop counterparts in memory and speed by eight to ten years" [81] . In contrast to conventional Java virtual machines which use a stack-based architecture for data storage, the Davlik VM is built upon a register-based architecture and transforms generated Java classes into a performance and memory optimized Dalvik specific file format.
Android includes a lightweight and powerful relational SQLite database that offers dedicated libraries for its utilization within application and services to store data persistently. Such data can be shared across applications in a controlled manner using Android's inter-process communication model. In contrast to the hard-wired application models of desktop operating systems, Android offers an intend-based application model that allows an application to specify a certain kind of functionality it requires for data processing where the operating system chooses the application that best matches. Access to core-system libraries and functions is offered via native APIs that can be used by both native and non-native applications. Android employs an equal, non-prioritized execution policy for native and non-native applications that are executed in the same runtime, and offers a complete multithreading environment where applications can place extensive computational tasks in separate threads [82] .
This environment brings the following options for deploying a framework that provides the desired functionality necessary for an efficient acquisition, management, storage, and dissemination of context information:
-A service can constantly scan the environment for exploitable context sensors and ubiquitous devices and integrate them dynamically in a context framework. -A context framework can be realized as a background service that is executed transparently and autonomously from the user while not affecting any of their tasks nor requiring explicit user attention. -The concept of content providers can be deployed for the controlled and fine-grained provision of replicated data as well as for the provision and utilization of context data. -Broadcast receivers can notify the user about relevant events in a non-disruptive manner while providing specialized configuration views in case explicit user inputs are necessary, e.g, for integrating a recently discovered ubiquitous sensor. -The open and uniform architecture of Android allows for a broad utilization of locally deployed sensors where native APIs offer uniform and controlled access to those peripheral hardware.
Context and Data Providers
All the basic data of context and data providers such as name, identifier, data description, and status is held in the AbstractBasicProvider class and specified by the IBasicProvider interface. The AbstractContextProvider The generic functionality of data providers are implemented in the abstract class AbstractDataProvider that is a subclass of AbstractBasicProvider. It contains member variables for storing the context configuration and specifies the two abstract method declarations updateContextImpl() and updateDataImpl() that must be implemented by individual data provider. The updateContextImpl()-method allows concrete data providers to implement an individual processing logic for analyzing the context configuration. The actual replication code must be implemented in the updateDataImpl()-method, which is called by the replication manager. We decided to decouple the replication process so that a data provider can perform additional processing before it initiates its replication workflow. The two interfaces ISelectiveCheckoutDataProvider and IWriteBackDataProvider contain method declarations for more complex data replication tasks, e.g., for replicating only subsets of data sets [83] or bidirectional synchronization of replicated data.
So far, a number of concrete context providers were implemented:
-GPSContextProvider is an active (primary) context provider that utilizes the device's internal GPS module for retrieving GPS coordinates. It can further be configured to use a WiFi-based location ascertainment method. The GPS context provider returns its data as latitude and longitude coordinates using the W3C WGS84 vocabulary 16 . -GeonamesContextProvider is a passive (complementary) context provider that is able to interpret any geographical coordinates expressed using the W3C WGS84 vocabulary and requests the GeoNames.org web service in order to resolve the GPS coordinates to a concrete geographical location identified by a GeoNames URI. Therefore it is an ideal complement to the GPSContextProvider, whose output is enriched with logical location concepts in addition to physical GPS coordinates; however, it can in general be used to process any GPS coordinate information regardless of its source. -GoogleCalendarContextProvider is an active (primary) context provider that retrieves appointments from the user's calendar within a configurable time span (e.g., 72 hours) starting from the current time.
For all events, a set of metadata are extracted and added to the context model, including the event's names and start/end times, location descriptions associated to the events, and information about each event's attendees. Typically, context providers use any kind of input data and convert it to an RDF model that represents this data in machine-processable form. Ideally, context providers use standardized, publicly available, and community-accepted vocabularies for this purpose in order to enable interoperability between components from different manufacturers. As an example, Figure 11 shows how the GPSContextProvider builds a simple RDF model representing containing GPS coordinates obtained from the device's location service. In this example, the context provider registers itself as a location listener in the Android location subsystem; in consequence, the onLocationChanged() method is called every time the device's location changes. In this case the context provider buffers the most recent Location object. In turn, the detectContextImpl() method is regularly invoked by the ActiveContextProvider class. It creates a resource of type mobisem:Context and uses the property mobisem:currentLocation to associate the context with another resource, representing the actual location. This second resource is described with two properties for the latitude and longitude values, as well as one property for the type of the used location provider, if applicable.
In our motivating example (cf. Section 1.2) a component that provides location information can be used to update information while John is on travel. It can be used for a variety of purposes, including the provisioning of general information about his location. It could be combined with information about John's personal interests in order to suggest points to visit in his spare time, or it could be combined with his calendar information in order to suggest public transport routes to the address where his next meeting takes place. Data providers are built upon the abstract classes and interfaces of context provides, AbstractBasicProvider and IBasicProvider; they actually expose very generic and common interfaces for managing their basic data as depicted in Figure 8 . Data providers are responsible for handling all data replication tasks. They retrieve the context configuration from the replication manager which signals them to initiate their replication tasks based on their analysis of the relevant entities contained in the context configuration. Each data provider wraps a specific data source and replicates data to the local SQLite data base deployed on the Android platform. The framework does not expose any restrictions on the data sources to be wrapped by data providers; they can wrap a remote file system object, a remote data base, web services and web applications respectively, or generate data themselves. For instance, a data provider may act upon changes of the current location and retrieve information about nearby points of interest. Each data provider is assigned a named graph under which it stores its data in the triple store. The only requirement exposed is that replicated data must be available as RDF. The following concrete data providers were implemented so far:
-DBpediaLocationDataProvider is able to process geo coordinates as well as Geonames ids of location resources (which are taken from the global context model). For all resources of type geonames:Feature, the data provider retrieves relevant location information from DBpedia.org by querying the DBpedia SPARQL endpoint for relevant resources, based on their label. For all returned resources, descriptive triples are stored on the mobile device. -MobiSemDataProvider is the default data provider for replicating data from a (versioned) MobiSem repository [83] to the mobile device. Through this client-/server-based infrastructure, any data source that can be expressed as RDF triples (e.g., file systems, relational data bases, etc.) can be exposed as versioned RDF graph repository, and can be replicated to a mobile device. For this purpose, a REST-style protocol has been developed that is used to specify additional metadata (like context information or the current graph version) in the form of additional HTTP headers. In addition to serving and versioning RDF graphs, the MobiSem repository is able to perform ranking and selection of RDF triples based on a context model that may be sent from the client alongside a checkout request. In this case, only parts of RDF graphs are replicated to the mobile device, saving transmission and storage capacity [83] . The SelectiveHomebaseDataProvider, in addition to providing support for such partial replicas, enables the client to write changes to replicated data back to the remote repository, which then takes care of merging and conflict detection [83] . -SindiceTopResultsDataProvider extracts possible search terms from the global context model by analyzing all literals found therein. It tokenizes the literals and constructs a list of most frequent keywords, which are in turn sent to the Sindice.com Semantic Web indexing service. From there it retrieves the top results and converts them into an RDF model, which is then stored on the mobile device. Optionally, the data provider is able to retrieve more information about the top results by de-referencing the resource URIs, according to Linked Data principles. Any data retrieved via this option is also stored on the mobile device's data store.
To illustrate the basic functionality of a data provider, we describe the DBpediaLocationDataProvider in more detail. iterates over all resources of type geonames:Feature; i.e., all logical locations. For all these resources it extracts the labels and stores them in a list of resource labels. In the second method, updateDataImpl() (which is again called by the implementation base class whenever the data provider is requested to update data) a SPARQL DESCRIBE query is constructed that incorporates all resource labels (in this example we assume the user is interested only in information in English). Additionally it restricts the query to resources of type dbpedia-owl:Place. This query is sent to the DBpedia query endpoint, and the results are read into the targetModel variable, which is subsequently processed by the context dispatcher.
Since DBpedia provides a large amount of information about locations (including names, descriptions, geographic and statistical data, as well as links to related persons, buildings, and events) such a data provider can be of great use in the case of our motivating example (cf. Section 1.2). John will be enabled to browse relevant information about the places that he will visit during his next trip without the need to actually search for it. By matching location information with John's interests (which could be derived from his Web browsing history, or tags he has used to annotate his photos) the system could recommend points of interests to him; by combining location data with publicly available personal profiles (e.g., from FOAF data) John could be notified of people that live in cities John is going to visit, and based on their interests it could suggest meetings with potential customers or cooperation partners.
Utilization and Data Provision
Replicated data are provided to other applications through an RDF content provider which is automatically instantiated and started by the Android when the provider is first requested. Content providers are treated as singleton classes but can communicate with multiple ContentResolver-objects across system processes and applications. This is the reason why the operations a content provider offers must be implemented in a thread-safe manner to avoid side-effects and data inconsistencies.
Content providers usually expose their data using a table-based data model, where columns represent specific types of data and rows a single record. Each data set a content provider exposes is identified via a unique and public-accessible URI called the content URI that follows a well-defined scheme. A content URI always starts with the content:// scheme to signal the system that the data is exposed by a content provider followed by an authority part that specifies the content provider, e.g., org.mobisem.rdfprovider, a path segment that can be used to address specific types of data in case a content provider exposes multiple data sets, e.g., /binary for a binary serialization, and an optional ID segment that allows for addressing specific records, e.g, the URI or name of a data replica. Figure 12 provides a example of storing an RDF graph to the database using the RDFContentProvider's insert()-method, which supports three different types of insertions: (1) inserting a complete graph, (2) adding a partial graph to an existing one, and (3) adding single triples. The URI determines which insert operation is to be performed; for instance, by specifying the URI content://org.mobisem.rdfprovider/graphs, a complete RDF graph is to be stored in the database. If only a partial graph is to be added to an existing graph, the content://org.mobisem.rdfprovider/graph URI can be used instead. In case a graph already exists under the given URI, the existing graph will be overwritten. We assume that the new graph is an updated replica that results from a context update. All the data to be stored in the database must be wrapped in a µJena model and serialized as a byte array.
Line 2 stores the graph's URI (indicated by the GRAPH NAME variable) in the ContentValues using the name key (indicated by the RDFContentProvider.ContentValues.NAME constant). In the next line, the RDF graph is serialized as a byte array before it is added to the ContentValues. Finally, the insert()-method of the RDFContentProvider is requested using the URI for adding a complete graph together with the graph data stored in the ContentValues-object. In case storage was successful, the graph's URI is returned. The query()-method allows to query for data replicas stored in the local database. Depending on the content URI, the RDFContentProvider either returns a collection of all data replicas' names together with the amount of triples included in each graph, an N-Triple-based representation of the triples contained in a specific replica, or a serialized µJena model of a replica that can be parsed for further processing. Figure 13 depicts a code fragment for retrieving a byte array serialized data replica that can directly transformed to an in-memory RDF model. The data replica retrieved from the triple store is stored in a cursor-object that allows for iterating over the data contained in the result set. Therefore, the cursor is moved to the first entry (line 3) and the byte array-based serialization of the requested data replica is passed to a transformation method that parses the byte stream and creates an in-memory model of the data replica (line 4).
In general, the RDFContentProvider also allows for adding and removing triples (update) 20 as well as deleting all replicas stored in the database, a specific replica, or all the triples of a specific replica's resource.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we have introduced the concepts of Semantic Web-enhanced context-aware computing for mobile systems and presented the MobiSem context framework that provides an infrastructure for intelligently assisting mobile users by selectively replicating RDF data from remote data sources to a mobile device according to their current and future information needs and the different contexts they are operating in. Since research in context-aware computing and mobile systems shows that context and context-awareness should be central parts of future mobile information systems, we drafted an application scenario that outlines how Semantic Web-enhanced context-aware computing can support mobile users in fulfilling their information needs that also serves as a motivating example.
This chapter provided an overview on how context is used in information system and discussed problems and limitations of current context-aware computing approaches in information systems. Areas were presented where the introduction of concepts and technologies from the Semantic Web can make substantial contributions in representing, processing, and managing contextual information. For this purpose, concepts from graph theory, distributed transaction management, and the Semantic Web were adopted in order to demonstrate that a synthesis of those fields can serve as an architectural infrastructure for the efficient acquisition, management, and processing of contextual information directly on a mobile device. In consequence, dependencies to external systems can be reduced, and security and privacy issues are reflected since private data do not need to be transferred outside the mobile system. The proposed architecture allows for a controlled acquisition, aggregation, and consolidation of contextual information taking into account mobile operating system peculiarities. At the same time it guarantees consistency, accurateness, and completeness among contextual data and acquisition workflows. It employs a loose coupling between context acquisition and data provisioning components, which is gained by applying semantic technologies (data models, vocabularies, inference) to interpret and process context information. Practical insights into implementation details of context and data providers were discussed, and concrete examples were shown on how context-relevant data can be acquired from locally deployed sensors, represented using semantic vocabularies, and utilized by external applications.
Although this framework demonstrates that semantic technologies can make substantial contributions in realizing a mobile context-aware infrastructure assisting users in satisfying their mobile information needs, there are still some open issues that need to be addressed in future research. For instance, the integration of dynamically discovered context sources is a challenge most context-management frameworks face, especially in mobile and ubiquitous environments. We therefore suggest to direct future research towards finding and integrating such sources and develop common interfaces and protocols for this purpose. For this, Semantic Web technologies are a candidate because they have been proven to be an appropriate infrastructure for the explicit representation and exchange of data semantics. Those semantics can be used not only for describing contextual information, but also for sensor interfaces to facilitate discovery and integration in running systems, as well as the exchange of contextual information. We therefore plan to investigate additional methods for dynamic context source discovery and integration as well as heuristics for transforming sensorial data into qualitative context descriptions.
Further, our framework could be extended to include feedback loops that would allow for adjusting context acquisition and aggregation tasks according to data provisioning needs. Further, more sophisticated reasoning capabilities are missing, which we plan to address in future work. A context framework as such should be aware of the operating system conditions to adapt itself to changing conditions. Finally, support for efficient and complex inferencing techniques is still an open issue on mobile systems and should be addressed in future research.
